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Abstract 

This project confronts the public memory of Hurricane Katrina through Telling Their 

Stories, a curation of 53 news images and an introductory text presented by the Ogden 

Museum of Southern Art. Engaging with visual rhetoric, critical race, and political 

theory, this paper performs a close reading of the text. This method codes the photos 

into five dominant categories (apocalyptic imagery, black hypervisibility, neoliberal 

citizenship, militarization, and class voyeurism) to uncover an overarching schema of 

legibility. The circulation of these punitive visual frames naturalizes the material 

inequality the bodies pictured are subjected to. Overall, I argue the photo curation 

further embeds iconic visual frames of black precarity and white exceptionalism into 

the Katrina event’s memory to persuade black ungrievability. 
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 The “Katrina Event” 

 Hurricane Katrina, as presented on the “public screen,”1 exposed the American 

viewing public to scenes of abandonment, racism, and poverty incompatible with 

“post-racial,” neoliberal ideology. News images circulated at the time presented an 

“alternate universe”2 where race and class intersected with disaster to create an 

apocalyptic ghetto of horrors. I use Nicole Fleetwood’s term, the “Katrina event,” to 

account for these images and, “the material and social impact of the storm, as well as 

the complex set of social, technological, and economic narratives and processes 

reported by the news media and government reports.”3 I find this terminology 

necessary due the event’s contested, still-present nature and the fact that 87 percent of 

the flooding was due to man-made engineering errors.4 Though the Katrina event is 

dominantly remembered as a “natural disaster,” scholarly and activist discussions of 

the event have pointed out that there was nothing natural about it. My analysis will 

show how the neoliberal frame used in the media framing of the Katrina event works to 

naturalize the inequality that led the event to occur in the first place. There is nothing 

natural about the event, or the taken-for-granted symbols Americans relied upon to 

create imagery digestible through neoliberal rationality.  

                                                
1 Kevin Michael DeLuca and Jennifer Peeples, “From Public Sphere to Public Screen: Democracy, 
Activism, and the ‘Violence’ of Seattle,” in The Routledge Reader in Rhetorical Criticism ed. by Brian 
L. Ott and Greg Dickinson, (Routledge: New York, 2013), 386. 
2 Daniel A. Grano and Kenneth S. Zagacki, "Cleansing the Superdome: The Paradox of Purity and Post-
Katrina Guilt," Quarterly Journal of Speech 97.2 (2011): 203.  
3 Nicole R. Fleetwood, “Failing Narratives, Initiating Technologies: Hurricane Katrina and the 
Production of a Weather Media Event,” American Quarterly 58, no. 3 (2006): 768. 
4 Roberta Brandes Gratz, We’re Still Here Ya Bastards: How the People of New Orleans Rebuilt Their 
City, (New York: Nation Books, 2015), 4.  
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For the Gulf Coast survivors, residue of the Katrina event remains salient, both 

materially via a prolonged recovery process and ideologically via the unforgettably 

precarious citizenship the state prescribed to them. For the rest of America, the Katrina 

event exists as a dulled reminder of the Bush Administration and a rare, pictorial look 

at the black, the poor, and the urban usually excluded from the American 

consciousness. Though many exhibits and memorials in New Orleans and throughout 

the Gulf Coast attempt to make sense of the event, the focus of this paper is a memorial 

that, presently in 2016, exists solely online. I chose to analyze an online photo curation, 

Telling Their Stories,5 due to the prevalence of America’s visual culture in 2005 and 

the reliance the mediated American public placed on news images to present a 

narrative from the catastrophe. I argue that the photo curation fails to present new 

information, but instead further embeds iconic visual frames of black precarity and 

white exceptionalism into memories of the event through neoliberal rationality.  

Telling Their Stories began as a month-long photo exhibition at the Ogden 

Museum of Southern Art in New Orleans, Louisiana. The curation and the opening 

workshops boasted many big-name sponsors such as the camera company Canon and 

the National Press Photographer Association. The exhibit’s purpose as stated on the 

website is to, “promote storytelling of a people and culture in the Crescent City in the 

years after Hurricane Katrina.”6 The website specifies that any “professional 

photojournalist” can submit their Katrina event photography for consideration, but that 

preference will be given to those who reside in the Gulf Coast area. In the end, fifty-

                                                
5 Telling Their Stories, National Press Photographers Association and The Ogden Museum of Southern 
Art, last modified 2017, http;//tellingtheirstores.org. 
6 Telling Their Stories 
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three images were selected by the Ogden’s Chief Curator, David Houston. On the 

website, under the “photographers” tab, you can see a short biography and headshot of 

the thirty-five photojournalists whose images made the curation. Out of the thirty-five 

photographers, twenty-seven are white males, three are males of color, and five are 

white females. Seven of them, total, are based in New Orleans or the surrounding area. 

David Houston’s race is not visible on the website, but further research shows he too is 

a white male. Though the ethnicities and genders of the curator and the 

photojournalists do not change the circulation of the images or the overall public 

memory they communicate, it is important to note who is speaking for whom. As will 

be shown in my analysis, these distinct voices homogenize into a “journalistic voice”7 

to claim objectivity.  

The exhibit opened on August 19, 2005 to coincide with the five-year 

anniversary of the Katrina event. It was followed by a panel and photography 

workshop for local teens. Even though this information is accessible on the exhibit’s 

website today, the artifact of this criticism is the photo curation and an introductory 

text that accompanies it as a vehicle of public memory. National Public Radio’s review 

of the exhibit describes the curation as a sobering reminder of the Katrina event. 

Coburn Dukehart articulates, “even five years later, the images are haunting- the 

torment and grief of the subjects is almost painful to view.” It is important to remember 

these representations account for an event that killed 1,577 American citizens in 

Louisiana alone.8  

                                                
7 Coburn Dukehart, “The Legacy of Hurricane Katrina,” NPR, Aug 24, 2010, 
http://www.npr.org/sections/pictureshow/2010/08/24/129400381/telling-their-stories. 
8 “Hurricane Katrina Statistics Fast Facts,” CNN.com, August 23, 2016, 
http://www.cnn.com/2013/08/23/us/hurricane-katrina-statistics-fast-facts. 
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My purpose in analyzing the Telling Their Stories images is to determine the 

specific public memory it constructs of the Katrina event. I will explain how this 

memory is communicated to American viewers via a neoliberal schema of 

intelligibility and the visual frames that this schema relies upon for circulation. The 

circulation of these punitive visual frames naturalizes the material inequality the bodies 

pictured are subjected to. All in all, I argue the photo curation further embeds iconic 

visual frames of black precarity and white exceptionalism into the Katrina event’s 

memory to persuade black ungrievability. In order to analyze these images through a 

critical lens, I must first review relevant literature in rhetorical, race, and political 

theory. 
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Relevant Literature 

On the Katrina Event 

The mythos of the Katrina event creates a contested, “magical” aura around the event 

and the bodies subjected to it. Following Dukehardt’s statement above, this mythos is 

constructed by images, “especially through the images of suffering, emoting, and 

abandoned black bodies in the floodwaters of New Orleans.”9 The oversaturation of the 

event on the public screen as well as the ability of the mobilized images and discourse 

to construct a generalized imaginary of the Gulf Coast victims, has made it a popular 

artifact within critical rhetoric and cultural studies. A great deal of ink has been spilled 

attempting to make sense of this event.10 Much of this work focuses on various 

                                                
9  Fleetwood, “Failing Narratives, Initiating Technologies,” 768. 
10 Daniel A. Grano and Kenneth S. Zagacki, "Cleansing the Superdome: The Paradox of Purity and Post-
Katrina Guilt," Quarterly Journal of Speech 97.2 (2011): 201-23; Eric S. Jenkins, "Seeing Katrina: 
Perspectives of Judgement in a Cultural/Natural Disaster," Visual Communication Quarterly 14.2 
(2007): 90-107; Jane Elliott, “Life Preservers: The Neoliberal Enterprise of Hurricane Katrina Survival 
In Trouble the Water, House M.D. and When the Levees Broke,” in Old and New Media After Katrina, 
ed. Diane Negra (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010); Justin M. Davis, and T. Nathaniel French, 
"Blaming Victims and Survivors: An Analysis of Post-Katrina Print News Coverage," Southern 
Communication Journal 73.3 (2008): 243-57; Louisa Edgerly, "Difference and Political Legitimacy: 
Speakers' Construction of “Citizen” and “Refugee” Personae in Talk about Hurricane Katrina," Western 
Journal of Communication 75.3 (2011): 304-22; Michael S. Bowman, and Ruth Laurion Bowman, 
"Telling Katrina Stories: Problems and Opportunities in Engaging Disaster," Quarterly Journal of 
Speech 96.4 (2010): 455-61; Michael G. Lacy and Kathleen C. Haspel, “Apocalypse: The Media’s 
Framing of Black Looters, Shooters, and Brutes in Hurricane Katrina’s Aftermath,” in Critical Rhetorics 
of Race, ed. Michael G. Lacy and Kent A. Ono, (New York: New York University Press, 2011), 21-46; 
Michael Ignatieff, “The Broken Contract, The New York Times Magazine, Sept 25 2005; Nicole R. 
Fleetwood, “Failing Narratives, Initiating Technologies: Hurricane Katrina and the Production of a 
Weather Media Event,” American Quarterly Vol. 58, No. 3 (2006): 767-789; Nicole Smith Dahmen, and 
Andrea Miller, "Redefining Iconicity: A Five-Year Study of Visual Themes of Hurricane Katrina," 
Visual Communication Quarterly 19.1 (2012): pgs.; Paul E., Macbrey III,  "Hurricane Katrina and the 
Third World: A Cluster Analysis of the "Third World" Label in the Mass Media Coverage of Hurricane 
Katrina." Thesis, Georgia State University, 2009;  Rebecca Solnit, “New Orleans: Common Grounds and 
Killers,” in A Paradise Built In Hell  (New York: Penguin Group, 2009), 228-304; Roberta Brandes 
Gratz, We’re Still Here Ya Bastards: How the People of New Orleans Rebuilt Their City, (New York: 
Nation Books, 2015); Shannon Kahle, Nan Yu, and Erin Whiteside, “Another Disaster: An Examination 
of Portrayals of Race in Hurricane Katrina Coverage,” Visual Communication Quarterly 14.2 (2007): 
75-89; Slavoj Zizek, "The Subject Supposed to Loot and Rape." - In These Times. In These Times; 20 
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rhetorical aspects of the image event, from blackness11 to militarization,12 but they all 

agree the media coverage and government response constructed an unfavorable 

representation of the black, working class citizens of the Gulf Coast. 

Public Memory 

Since the Katrina event was primarily visual, and my artifact is a curation of images, 

my focus on public memory studies within rhetoric studies is specifically visual. Visual 

culture scholars problematize the use of journalistic images to represent a subject or 

event due to their false appearance of objectivity. Cara Finnegan’s naturalistic 

enthymeme and Reginald Twigg’s photographic realism refer to the ideological 

processes by which a viewer interprets an image as objective reality. Enthymemes, or 

arguments where one or more of the premises remain implicit, rely on shared social 

truths. Finnegan explains, “the power of the enthymeme lies in the fiction that its 

unstated premise, at once invisible and transparent, is ‘natural’ rather than context-

bound; it is simply something that ‘everybody knows.’”13 A naturalistic enthymeme is 

the visual argument documentary images communicate by implicitly premising the 

image is a “real,” authoritative look at a moment in time.14  The victims of the Katrina 

event, due to the lack of social media in 2005, relied completely on the press to convey 

                                                
Oct. 2005. Web. 05 May 2016; When the Levees Broke: A Requiem in Four Acts. Dir. Spike Lee. HBO, 
2006. HBOgo.  
11 Davis, Justin M. & French, Nathaniel T. “Blaming Victims and Survivors: An Analysis of Post- 
Katrina Print News Coverage,”; Grano, Daniel A. & Zagacki, Kenneth S. “Cleansing the Superdome: 
The Paradox of Purity and Post-Katrina Guilt,”; Kahle, Shannon & Yu, Nano & Whiteside, Eric 
“Another Disaster: An Examination of Portrayals of Race in Hurricane Katrina Coverage.” 
12 Jenkins, Eric S. “Seeing Katrina: Perspectives of Judgement in Cultural/Natural Disaster.” 
13 Cara A. Finnegan, "Recognizing Lincoln: Image Vernaculars in Nineteenth-Century Visual Culture," 
Rhetoric & Public Affairs 8.1 (2005): 34.  
14 Cara A. Finnegan, “The Naturalistic Enthymeme and Visual Argument: Photographic Representation 
in the ‘Skull Controversy,’” Argumentation and Advocacy 37 (2001): 143.  
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their experience on the American public screen. The news images mobilized by the 

popular press were assumed to be taken from the perspective of an objective 

photographic gaze. Public memory, when visual, is thus constructed as the empirical 

truth of a given moment in time. This assumption premises naturalistic enthymemes so 

that documentary images argue themselves as objective truth.  

 Until recently, public memory scholarship has focused on a single “iconic 

image” that comes to represent the ideologies surrounding a particular moment in 

history.15  In their study of Katrina event iconic imagery, Nicole Dahmen & Andrea 

Miller argue for a “collective iconic,”16 or a dominant ideology, all pictures from an 

event uphold. Overall, what becomes iconic is a “motif across time where themes of 

visuals replace the singular photo, the photos become more collective and thematic 

rather than individual and episodic.”17 These dominant ideologies are naturalized and 

taken as truth through naturalistic enthymemes and photographic realism.   

Visual culture scholars emphasize memorial images as a medium for 

naturalizing a repressive structure of signs. Photographs condense identity categories 

such as gender, race, and class to their dominant stereotypes in order to normalize that 

identity’s position within society’s social and economic class hierarchy.18 Visual codes 

are culturally and discursively embedded and are therefore understood as organic 

instead of socially constructed. Stuart Hall explains, “as markers of collective memory, 

                                                
15 Robert Hariman and John Louis Lucaites, No Captions Needed: Iconic Photographs, Public Culture, 
and Liberal Democracy, (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2007), 27.  
16 Dahmen & Miller, "Redefining Iconicity,” 4. 
17 Ibid., 14. 
18 Elizabeth Kaszynski, “‘Look, a picture!’: Visuality, race, and what we do not see,” Quarterly Journal 
of Speech 102, no. 1 (2016): 62; Hariman & Lucaites, No Captions Needed, 2; Wendy Atkins-Sayre, 
“Snapshots of the South: Eudora Welty’s Photography and Contested Images of Race,” Southern 
Communication Journal 77, no. 2 (2012): 84. 
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photos are most useful when they symbolize socially shared concepts or beliefs rather 

than present new or unfamiliar information.”19 Blackness actively operates within these 

photographs to create a public memory congruent to the dominant framings of 

precarity. 

 

Blackness 

Blackness, as a culturally constructed sign, functions as a “positive term” reducing an 

individual’s “motivations from action (human symbols of agency) to motion 

(biological animality).”20 Beginning with Henry Louis Gates Jr., many blackness 

scholars theorize race, as “race,” to, “underscore its cultural construction, as opposed to 

natural features.”21 Justin Davis & Nathaniel French explain how in the discourse 

surrounding the Katrina event, the “race” of the victims was rearticulated and over-

completed in reference to poverty and lawlessness.22 Similarly, in the Telling Their 

Stories photographs, blackness is overly represented in visual frames of precarity and 

criminality. I analyze how visual representations of blackness are used to naturalize the 

framing of black, impoverished subjects as ungrievable objects.  

 Images and discourse surrounding the Katrina event encoded the black body as 

inactive, undisciplined, and inherently threatening to public order. Kahle & et. al code 

Katrina imagery and captions for the racial stereotypes they communicate. The media 

                                                
19 Stuart Hall in Barbie Zelizer, About To Die: How News Images Move the Public. (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 5. 
20 Grano and Zagacki, "Cleansing the Superdome,” 203.  
21 Henry Louis Gates Jr. in Thomas K. Nakayama, “Show/Down Time: “Race,” Gender, Sexuality, and 
Popular Culture,” in The Routledge Reader in Rhetorical Criticism ed. by Brian L. Ott and Greg 
Dickinson, (Routledge: New York, 2013), 368. 
22 Davis & French, “Blaming Victims and Survivors,” 249.  
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prejudice began with the choice to caption a photo of black individuals looking for 

food as “looting” and the same picture of a white family as “looking for food.”23  After 

decoding several images, the authors found that black bodies were more likely to be 

depicted as passively being rescued, while white bodies were shown actively providing 

aid. Daniel Grano & Kenneth Zagacki explain how the sensationalist news coverage 

surrounding the abandoned citizens at the New Orleans’ Superdome described violent, 

dirty bodies on a rampage of rape and crime. In American society, ‘crime’ is already 

discursively coded as a ‘racial issue’24 so the over-exaggeration of criminal activity 

post-Katrina is itself an excess of white fragility via fear of the “other.”25  The black 

body is predetermined as a problem to be fixed and itself an argument for militarization 

instead of aid post-Katrina. 

 I use Nicole Fleetwood’s theories of iconicity and hypervisibility to account for 

visual representations of blackness within the curation. Iconicity, or “the ways in which 

singular images or signs come to represent a whole host of historical occurrences and 

processes,”26 dictates dominant readings of blackness. The production of black 

iconicity is always already constrained by the negative interpellation of the black 

subject within ideology.27 Hypervisibility complicates iconicity by accounting for how 

the black body is overrepresented in the punitive visual field and simultaneously 

                                                
23 Kahle, Yu, and Whiteside, “Another Disaster: An Examination of Portrayals of Race in Hurricane 
Katrina Coverage,” 76.  
24 Michelle Alexander, The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness, (New 
York: The New Press, 2011), 105.  
25 Grano & Zagacki,“Cleansing the Superdome,” 205/206.  
26 Nicole R. Fleetwood, Troubling Vision: Performance, Visuality, and Blackness. (Chicago and London: 
The University of Chicago Press, 2011), 2. 
27 Fleetwood, Troubling Vision,10; Althusser quoted in Raymie E. Mckerrow, “Critical Rhetoric: Theory 
and Praxis,” in The Routledge Reader in Rhetorical Criticism ed. by Brian L. Ott and Greg Dickinson, 
(Routledge: New York, 2013), 489. 
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rendered invisible, “in various realms of polity, economies, and discourse, so that 

blackness remains aligned with negation and decay.”28 The hypervisibility of black 

bodies within frames of atrophy, lawlessness, suffering, and fatalism lead the removed 

viewer to see these bodies as already occupying an unimaginable precarity. Visual 

frames of hypervisibility circulate to solidify the dominant framing of black, working 

class citizens as ungrievable. 

 

Ways of Seeing  

 
Despite Susan Sontag’s claim that images can only communicate affect, it is widely 

accepted by visual culture scholars that images and other non-linguistic media assert 

arguments without being shaped by captions.29 Reading images is an ideological 

practice, rooted within a system of social relations, “that constitutes the viewer as a 

subject within the system.”30 We view bodies as “subjects already interpellated within 

the dominant ideology.”31 Yet as a visual culture, images are both what constructs and 

interrupts taken-for-granted frames of recognition.  

 Visual rhetoric scholars often refer to denotation as what “is there” or visible in 

the image and connotation as what gives the denoted symbolic meaning within 

ideology. Barbie Zelizer expands these ways of seeing to add voice, or “the way in 

which an image travels via associations (connotations) to other contexts, where it can 

                                                
28 Fleetwood, Troubling Vision, 16. 
29 Judith Butler, Frames of War: When Is Life Grievable? (London: Verso, 2010), 71 
30 Hariman & Lucaites, No Captions Needed, 2; Reginald Twigg, "The Performative Dimension of 
Surveillance: Jacob Riis’ How the Other Half  Lives," Text and Performance Quarterly 12.4 (1992): 
306. 
31 Raymie E. Mckerrow, “Critical Rhetoric: Theory and Praxis,” 481.  
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be used by people, seen through other images, and activated for other aims.”32 Voice 

accounts for the temporal and spacial circulation of an image. Without being grounded 

in logos, it is an image’s, “orientation to the imagined, emotional, and contingent cues 

in its environment.”33 Zelizer specifies the subjunctive voice as one viewers use to 

make enthymematic arguments exceeding what is denoted in an image’s frame. Zelizer 

uses “about to die” imagery to demonstrate the subjunctive formulation of “what could 

be” rather than “what is.”34 A viewer, consuming an image of a subject facing violence, 

simultaneously completes the enthymeme and creates distance between viewer and 

subject by reading the image “as if” the subject is about to die. I use Zelizer’s theory of 

subjunctive voice to show how images argue for action not explicitly present in the 

frame by relying upon taken-for-granted symbols and tropes. 

I employ Judith Butler’s theory of frames dually as both a schema of perception 

that shapes our understanding of which lives are grievable and the visual frames that 

this schema relies upon for circulation. Frames categorize living creatures as a schema 

of intelligibility, or our constructed ability to process subjects as recognizable or not. 

For Butler, to be recognized a subject must be intelligible as a human, not just 

intelligible as living. To normalize this schema, Butler explains, “the frames that, in 

effect, decide which lives will be recognizable as lives and which will not, must 

circulate in order to establish their hegemony.”35 In this way, the epistemic framing of 

which lives “count” as grievable functions as an enthymeme in the visual frame. The 

                                                
32 Zelizer, About to Die, 13. 
33 Ibid.,13. 
34 Ibid.,14. 
35 Judith Butler, Frames of War: When Is Life Grievable? (London: Verso, 2010), 12.  
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visual frame serves as evidence to the broader frame’s hidden premise, that this person 

is living but not alive.  

I use Butler’s theory of precarity to account for the ways certain populations are 

more or less susceptible to framings of ungrievability by forces of political power. We 

live in a time where precarity is increasingly stratified due to humans’ reliance on 

“social and economic networks of support,” and the ways in which these networks are 

distributed unequally.36  The ideological frames that, “selectively carve up 

experiences,”37 both shape and depend on visual frames to continually normalize this 

heightened precarity. The black bodies framed in the curation are intelligible as an 

“object,” of spectacle, but not recognizable as subjects. Through an overarching frame 

of neoliberal rationality, they reproduce an excess that doesn’t fit, therefore a worry 

that needs to be disciplined. Butler explains how certain populations become convicted 

in advance via ideological framing, “if one is ‘framed,’ then a frame is constructed 

around one’s deed such that one’s guilty status becomes the viewer’s inevitable 

conclusion.”38 Neoliberalism premises the visual enthymeme as the predetermined 

social knowledge filled in by the audience to maintain conclusions of black precarity.   

I argue pervasive neoliberalism is the overarching epistemological frame by 

which the black and impoverished citizens of the Gulf Coast are visually framed as 

ungrievable. I use Mary Vavrus’ definition of neoliberalism as a system that works by, 

“privileging private, corporate solutions to social problems and tending to marginalize 

                                                
36 Ibid., 25. 
37 Ibid., 26.  
38 Ibid., 8.  
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critiques of racism and classism as potentially subordinating practices.”39 Wendy 

Brown explains the permeation of neoliberal rationality in every aspect of social life 

through the transformation of citizens into “homo oeconomicus” or “human capital.”40 

Brown elaborates, “as capital, every subject is rendered as entrepreneurial, no matter 

how small, impoverished, or without resources, and every aspect of human existence is 

produced as an entrepreneurial one.”41 The individualism of the neoliberal subject is 

maintained by the State via, “devolving authority, decision making, and the 

implementation of policies and norms of conduct.”42 This devolution facilitates self-

responsibilization, or the moral burden of the individual, to “fend for themselves” in 

every sense.43 This is highly visible in times of crisis where citizens are forced to prove 

their prowess or be blamed for their own inability to survive as ungrievable subjects.  

Reginald Twigg’s voyeuristic gaze extends Butler’s concept of grievable 

subjects by showing the fetishization that occurs when ungrievable bodies are present 

in the frame. Twigg analyzes How The Other Half Lives, a book of photography 

showing working class immigrants from 1890, to display the power dynamic at play 

when manufacturing representations of poverty and racism. Twigg argues that the 

photos were used by the white, upper class to surveil and classify ‘othered’ bodies.44 

The white audience is viewing the black subject through a “voyeuristic gaze” since it is 

looking in on the black subjects and thus transcending class boundaries from the 

                                                
39 Mary Douglas Vavrus, Postfeminist News: Political Women in Media Culture (New York: 
State University of New York Press, 2002), 8.  
40 Wendy Brown, Undoing the Demos: Neoliberalism’s Stealth Revolution (Brooklyn, New 
York: Zone Books, 2015), 35. 
41 Ibid., 65. 
42 Ibid., 129. 
43 Ibid. 134. 
44 Twigg, "The Performative Dimension of Surveillance,” 308. 
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comfort of the audience’s own home. The power dynamic of the voyeuristic gaze 

simultaneously racializes and feminizes the ‘othered’ subject45 from an unarticulated 

position of whiteness.46 Ultimately, the gaze functions to “animate the boundaries 

between self and Other,”47 solidifying the framing of black bodies as ungrievable 

objects.  

The voyeuristic gaze through which white Americans viewed Katrina event 

imagery illuminated the upper class’ fear of the racialized “other.” The photographs 

gave white Americans a rare look into the raced experience of poverty, crime, and the 

city that they can only come to know through representations. To articulate this 

physical and ideological distance, Slavoj Zizek theorizes an imaginary wall between 

the black, poverty-stricken New Orleans and the rest of capitalist America. The 

voyeuristic, white Americans project their fears to pre-frame black bodies as 

ungrievable. As articulated by Zizek, “the subject is supposed to loot and rape on the 

other side of the wall.”48 The voyeuristic gaze pre-determines the audience’s perception 

of the marginalized bodies as spectacle. The subject is inherently foreign and therefore 

an “outsider”49 or “refugee”50 of the “third world”51 not a citizen of America. 

Louisiana's distinct culture prior to the Katrina event, made it easy to accept the 

territory and its citizens as separate from the rest of America.52 Identification is the 

                                                
45 Twigg, “The Performative Dimension of Surveillance,” 311. 
46 Thomas K. Nakayama and Robert L. Krizek, "Whiteness: A Strategic Rhetoric," Quarterly Journal of 
Speech 81.3 (1995): 291.  
47 Twigg, "The Performative Dimension of Surveillance,” 321. 
48 Slavoj Zizek, "The Subject Supposed to Loot and Rape." - In These Times. In These Times, 20 Oct. 
2005. Web. 05 May 2016. 6.  
49 Grano & Zagascki, “Cleansing the Superdome,” 206.  
50 Davis & French, “Blaming Victims and Survivors,” 246; Edgerly, “Difference and Political 
Legitimacy,”  305.  
51 Macbrey III, “Hurricane Katrina and the Third World,” 57.  
52 Bowman, M.S. & Bowman, R.L. “Telling Katrina Stories,” 456.  
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process by which a subject classifies the identity of another individual through an 

analysis of difference.53 The voyeuristic gaze of the Telling Their Stories photographs 

characterizes the victims as racially and economically incompatible with neoliberal 

rationality. The citizens of the Gulf Coast are predominantly constructed as ungrievable 

subjects, unworthy of aid due to an inability to enterprise their circumstances. The 

curation of these photos does not reject this framing, but instead solidifies it by 

validating visual frames of black precarity and white exceptionalism.  

                                                
53 Kenneth Burke, On Symbols and Society, ed. Joseph R. Gusfield (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1989), 181; Jenkins, “Seeing Katrina: Perspectives of Judgement in a Cultural/Natural Disaster,” 
98.  
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Analyzing Visual Frames 

 I analyzed all fifty-three photos and the exhibit’s written introduction to identify 

the dominant themes communicated. I found the four most prominent visual frames to be 

apocalyptic imagery, hypervisibility, citizenship, and militarization. I analyzed all of the 

photos for these four themes, paying close attention to the ways in which the themes 

intersect. I kept track of the different bodies shown in the images by quantifying race 

(people of color/white), gender (male/female), and age (child/elderly). I quickly found 

that for my analysis, the number of times certain themes appeared was less important 

than the patterns of actions and settings certain bodies were placed in. Out of all the 

photos, three remain outliers due to their inability to cleanly fit into one or more of the 

thematic categories (Figures 14, 39, 52). None of them would lead a critical viewer to 

reject my argument and the event’s narrative as constructed by the website. For this 

reason, I decided to omit them from my analysis. Additionally, I placed two of the fifty-

three images into a category of their own: the performance of class voyeurism (Figures 

15 and 53). The content of these two images stood out against the other themes, yet 

warrant discussion as to their impact on my argument and the event’s overall public 

memory for a mediated audience.  
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Frames of Precarity: Maintaining Public Memory 

 If you press “Exhibit” on the top bar of the Telling Their Stories website you are 

not directed to the photo curation, but instead to short text introducing the project. I argue 

this introductory statement further promotes a framing of ungrievability for viewing the 
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images and overall event in reference to the precarity of the Gulf Coast subject. 

Additionally, the claim that these images expose an exigent “truth” of the event as well as 

help the bodies pictured regain agency necessitates a critique of dominance and 

awareness of the whiteness, privilege, and paternalism embedded in the project. 

The persona of photojournalist and the photographic realism discussed in the 

previous section already persuades viewers to interpret images as objective reality. 

Claims of the truth-telling power of photography throughout the text premise the 

naturalistic enthymeme of these photos as a look into the “truth” of the Katrina event, 

particularly, the assertion that art “sift(s) the meaning from the turmoil.” The framing of 

the exhibit as a “refuge of a collective memory,” privileges the curation to solidify the 

memory of an event affecting hundreds of thousands of poor, black citizens. The word 

“refuge” connotes some foreboding danger looking to impinge on this “true” collective 

memory. Whether that danger be the passing of time, disaster fatigue, or a governmental 

interest to erase the racism ingrained in the event’s public memory, the curation and 

photographers featured within it are paternally placed as saviors of truth. 

The premise of “truth” bolsters the narrative presented in the introduction. The 

first sentence ends with “Hurricane Katrina,” grounding the viewer in the event as most 

commonly presented on the public screen. The text then proceeds to refer to the event as 

a “storm” then a “disaster,” slowly separating it from its construction as a natural 

phenomenon. Suffering and precarity are highlighted throughout the text, accentuated by 

“how slowly the recovery has unfolded.” The ultimate narrative claim is established in 

the last paragraph, when Katrina is revealed as “the worst man-made disaster in 

American history.” This potent declaration flips the frame from an unavoidable to an 
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intentional subjection of precarity. The last two words, “never again,” connote a 

Holocaustic genocide and leads a viewer to question necropolitics within the American 

government. Additionally, the “never again” claim exceptionalizes the event of Katrina 

itself, and ignores the structural inequalities that will continue to persist long after the 

“disaster” has faded from the spotlight.  

The epistemological framing of neoliberalism along with the ambiguous claim 

that the event was “man-made,” sets responsibility on the citizens to prepare for and 

survive disaster. The citizens of the Gulf Coast are only discussed in the introduction as 

suffering, victimized, and emotional beings. The word “forever” is used three times, 

always in reference to painful memory, to over-determine the permanence of their 

precarity. The infinitely precarious subjects cannot speak or mourn for themselves as the 

“voiceless,” valorizing the curation and photojournalists for representing the plight of the 

precarious on the public screen and allowing the photojournalists to provide the “voice.” 

Agency, like the black subjects, is precarious throughout the text. Agency is 

ascribed separately to the photojournalists and the images themselves. I argue that agency 

is not ascribed to or even for the Gulf Coast victims since they are never directly 

speaking but spoken on behalf of. This on behalf of construction creates a problematic 

guise of humanitarianism by “empowering” Katrina event victims. The photojournalists 

are the most agentive subjects discussed, framed as an “army” “sifting through turmoil” 

as saviors of truth and revealers of precarity. The question of voice and who has it shifts 

throughout the text. Survivors are described as having “stories to tell,” with the camera 

“not blinking” by documenting these stories for the world. This mutually beneficial 

relationship is faulty as the precarious victims’ agency in shaping the content and framing 
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of their story is completely dependent on the photojournalist. The body is forever 

confined to a frame with no power over its circulation or framing. In this sense, the 

exhibit is not “giving voice to the voiceless” but solidifying the construction of the 

victims as the silently suffering precarity, “forever” determined by others. 

 

Apocalyptic Imagery 

"They have people standing out there, have been in that frickin' Superdome 
for five days watching dead bodies, watching hooligans killing people, raping 

people.”- Mayor C. Ragin on Oprah, Sept 6, 200554 
 

Apocalyptic imagery frames the reveal of grievable and ungrievable American 

citizens within the curation. In Lacy and Haspel’s analysis of Katrina news coverage they 

found that, “major press coverage depicted the looters as subhuman beings who emerged 

from apocalyptic conditions by using archetypal and primordial symbols, objects, and 

images (e.g., fire, smoke, dark skies, gas, water, and putrid smells).”55 Similarly in the 

Telling Their Stories photos, the “natural” destruction within the visual frame 

metaphorically constructs precarious subjects in reference to the decay around them. At 

the same time, I argue that apocalyptic imagery reveals the exceptional subject of the 

productive, white savior operating through neoliberal rationality. Since the apocalyptic 

frame is the ontological scene and narrative through which hypervisibility and citizenship 

is exposed, its importance demands its own category. I code apocalyptic images as 

                                                
54 Clarance Ray Nagin, “Oprah Reports: Hurricane Katrina,” Oprah, Sept 6, 2005, quoted in David Carr, 
“More Horrible Than Truth: News Reports,” The New York Times, Sept 19, 2005.  
55 Lacy and Haspel, “Apocalypse: The Media’s Framing of Black Looters, Shooters, and Brutes in 
Hurricane Katrina’s Aftermath,” 24. 
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showing nature (water, smoke, etc.), its ability to overtake bodies and property, and the 

destruction it leaves in its wake. 

 Fifteen of the images I code as apocalyptic show citizens, infrastructure and 

property in the process of being eclipsed by nature. Nature expresses itself in the form of 

water (Figures 6, 8, 9, 17, 19, 22, 30, 41, 46), wind (Figures 2, 3, 4), dirt (Figure 43) and 

a chaotic mixture of water and wildfire (Figure 18). Each of these photos highlights the 

unequivocal power of nature in reference to the precarious vitality of citizens and 

civilization. Additionally, all the images are characterized by a lack of governmental aid, 

leaving the horror and destruction to be resolved by the victimized civilians. As will be 

elaborated on in the fourth visual frame, militarization, the military’s presence in the 

curation is solely in frames of containment and policing of bodies, rather than providing 

support to community or infrastructure. Image 41 is the only one of these fifteen showing 

any form of state support, and that support is to infrastructure, not citizens. The aerial 

shot shows a military helicopter directing a small package into a ominous black hole that 

has formed between broken levies. The package is minuscule in comparison to the murky 

black abyss spreading in ripples to overpower the rest of the frame. An enthymematic 

argument engaging in proxemics and the subjunctive, “as if,” voice leads a viewer to 

assume that this attempt at aid was insignificant. By premising neoliberal rationality as 

the schema for evaluating this visual argument, the image of “aid” is evaluated via 

potential for productivity. This premise, along with the proxemics framed, lead a viewer 

to see this attempt at aid “as if” it is not enough. Even when aid is pictured in these 

images, it always falls short, leaving apocalypse as the scene for the State’s abandonment 

of its citizens.  
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The lack of aid in pictures where bodies are shown encapsulated by a force of 

nature restricts individuals into a binary of action/inaction (Figure 2, 3, 6, 17, 19, 22, 29, 

30.) Nature in these images is such a commanding exigence that individuals are 

constrained to act or face impending demise. In this way, apocalyptic scenes facilitate the 

reveal or negation of the entrepreneurial subject. The distinction between active/inactive 

bodies as constituting subjectivity will be elaborated under the “citizenship” section as a 

result of neoliberal rationality. Photos of individuals returning and rebuilding after the 

storm simultaneously follow this trope of binding productivity and will be discussed 

under the lens of “citizenship” (Figures 47-50). 

In addition to the agentive power of nature, nature’s physical appearance 

simultaneously frames the subjects pictured and intensifies their need for action. With the 

exception of the pre-Hurricane photo (Figure 1), nature is pictured as a contaminant 

polluting the bodies and structures it overtakes. The storm-driven water is not just dark 

and foreboding, but murky and blended with dirt (Figures 8 and 41) or oil (Figures 9 and 

10). The revulsion of the water maximizes the precarity of the subjects forced within it. 

Similarly to water, smoke is a compelling pollutant, encapsulating the city in a dark cloud 

(Figure 11) and forcing bodies to flee from it (Figure 29). Nature is most clearly revulsed 

when inseparable from a universal toxin: trash. Debris line many of the photos even when 

nature is not present, but when combined with nature, waste becomes a dynamic and 

mobile force. Trash in conjunction with nature pollutes both spaces (Figures 12 and 18) 

and bodies (Figures 30 and 43). Both Figures 30 and 43 show dead bodies in the same 

subject position as the garbage surrounding them. In the frame of Figure 30, an 

unidentifiable body floats in fetid water. An ambiguous white garment sticks to the 
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soaked body, that, with a plastic liter of Coca Cola floating between the body’s legs, 

indexes the body as a plastic bag. Similarly, in Figure 43, revulsion is hyper-coded upon 

the dead body. His black body is bloated and exposed in the process of decay. His skin is 

turning green and yellow from the decomposition and two wild dogs gnaw at his ghostly 

white fingers. Half in and out of the ground, he embodies zombie tropes of dead bodies 

emerging from their graves. Surrounded by roots, plastic, and sediment, he appears a 

product of his environment, forced forever to be a zombie in this frame. The apocalyptic 

revulsion in these photos place the victimized body in unimaginable subject positions of a 

zombie (Figure 43) and trash (Figure 30). The iconicity of the revulsed, decaying black 

body is a pattern throughout the curation, as accentuated by apocalyptic scenery.  

 

Black Hypervisibility 

“So tragically, so many of these people, almost all of them that we see, are so 
poor and they are so black and this is going to raise lots of questions for 

people who are watching this story unfold.”- 
Wolf Blitzer, CNN Anchor, Sept 1, 200556  

 
I use the theme “hypervisibility” to account for the overrepresentation of black 

bodies in frames of decay, criminality, suffering, and fatalism.  I employ the phrase 

“black body” as an umbrella term to uncover the precarious subjectivity of people of 

color in the images, of whom the clear majority are black. Continuing with the iconicity 

of revulsion, six photos code as both apocalyptic and hypervisible to constitute the 

contamination of the black body. In these images, the black body is generally 

                                                
56 “Aftermath of Hurricane Katrina: New Orleans Mayor Pleads for Help: Race and Class Affecting the 
crisis?” The Situation Room, CNN, aired Sept 1, 2005 
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hypervisible in the foreground while the revulsed nature is used as an index, or a physical 

connection between the sign (black body) and thing signified (disgust).57 In four of these 

images, nature forces the black body into a state of exposure via a removal of clothing or 

sacrifice of its ability to cover due to encountering natural elements (Figure 9, 19, 30, 

43). In Figures 21 and 29, the connection between revulsed nature and black bodies is 

less indexical and more metaphorical. Both display a background of encroaching black 

smoke, moving towards crowds of black bodies. Figure 21 foregrounds a mob of black 

bodies sweaty, and packed together, passively waiting for aid (see citizenship).  

The revulsed decaying of black bodies is both physical and metaphorical in these 

images. Metaphorically, black bodies line the images mirroring the lines of trash and 

destruction in front of them (Figure 7, 12, 24, 30, 32, 38). Ontologically, revulsion is 

indexed via bloodied, uncleanly black feet (Figure 13), sweaty black bodies in stained 

clothing (Figure 7, 21, 29), and the bloated black corpse (Figure 43). Additionally, Figure 

33 frames the performance of revulsion as a young, black boy holding his t-shirt over his 

nose to block the smell of the two decaying bodies in the background. The only image to 

show a white body in the context of bodily revulsion is Figure 32. A white mother 

foregrounds the image, drenched in a bodily liquid denoted as sweat or urine with a nude 

baby pressed against her. Together, their whiteness stands out against the mass of black 

bodies lining the streets behind them. She is an anomaly, performing a subject position 

non-iconic to images of whiteness. Unlike black bodies in the frame of bodily revulsion, 

she is not a metonym standing in for her entire race. Overall in these photos, the atrophic 

black subject is framed in reference to bodily revulsion and decay. For example, the 

                                                
57 Charles Sanders Peirce, Peirce On Signs, ed. James Hoopes (Chapel Hill and London: The University of 
North Carolina Press, 1991) 183. 
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bottom right corner of Figure 7 is an “about to die” image, showing a man in the process 

of decaying. His pants are stained from what appears to be urine or vomit and his frail 

body cannot hold himself up. Despite his plea for empathy, in this particular frame the 

iconicity of the unruly, black male body overshadows the iconicity of the atrophic black 

body.  

 To remain aligned with decay and negation, Fleetwood argues the black body is 

iconically framed as deviant and criminal.58 These photos echo the dominant construction 

of the black body as a threat to order via their content, focus, and angles. For example, 

Figure 7 is one of the few “about to die” images in the curation, but the focus is on the 

large black male in the center of the frame. The camera is looking up at him, allowing 

him to fill the entire vertical length of the frame and about a third of the horizontal. The 

effect makes him appear bigger, blacker, and angrier. Figure 34 similarly constructs the 

black male body as threatening by stressing size and potential for violence. Though it 

does not explicitly show it, through the iconicity of black male deviance and the visual 

framing of the foregrounding body, a violent act is assumed to have just taken place. The 

possibility that the foregrounding subject pushed the other for resources (water bottles) is 

deemed likely due to the menacing framing of the subject as solely his large forearms and 

movement towards the fallen man. In this case, using Zelizer’s subjunctive voice, the 

black body premises an enthymematic argument of violence. In images where criminal 

activity is denotatively present, the bodies of black men are similarly highlighted. In 

Figure 20 a black man, in the process of being arrested by four white military personnel, 

is squatted down on the pavement, simultaneously the lowest in a spatial hierarchy while 

                                                
58 Fleetwood, Troubling Vision, 37. 
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only visible from the waist up. His shirt is off, exposing his blackness, covered only by 

long dreads and a durag. His black body is still hypervisible as the criminal subject, but it 

appears small and contorted in comparison to the military’s “law and order.” Figure 27 

shows two older men, one white, one black, looting alcohol from an abandoned store. 

Both men in the frame are in motion towards the door making them appear blurry, but the 

black man’s face and fedora is the only part of either man in focus, hypervisible as a 

metonym for his race. One additional image indexes the icon of the black, male inmate 

via an aerial shot showing tens of black bodies in orange prison uniforms sorted into 

docility by armed men (Figure 12). These five images place the black male in the iconic 

role of the criminal. This iconic position is hypervisible in this curation due to framing 

and the fact that only black males occupy it.  

` While black men are iconically framed as criminals in the curation, black women 

are iconically framed as emotive and suffering. While the black man’s body is focused on 

to index deviance, the black woman's facial expression foregrounds the visual frame to 

stress painful emotions. Both Figures 24 and 31 show women begging to be saved. In 

both, their faces are centered in the frame, contorted in a cry of anguish that is ignored by 

those around them. Silent performances of suffering also highlight the black, female 

expression. Figures 25 and 44 focus solely on the pained faces of black females. In 

Figure 25, an elderly black woman is wrapped in a fleece American flag blanket. Her lips 

are pursed together and her eyes look tiredly ahead as though trying to restrain her 

emotions. The flag, a metaphor for her experience of citizenship, encapsulates her but 

offers no comfort.  
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Suffering is also communicated in the experience of black children, either in an 

visual argument of loss (Figure 51) or a familial desire to survive without aid (Figure 6). 

In some ways, Figure 51 contradicts the iconic frame of black apathy. The apocalyptic 

frame shows a destroyed fireplace mantel with a plethora of memorabilia including seven 

golden trophies. Above is a tattered photograph of a young, black female allowing the 

viewer to assume this is a scene of a black family’s home. Though the trophies connote 

success and productivity, the water-damaged photo at the center of the frame acts as a 

visual metaphor for the family’s wellbeing. Black hypervisibility premises the 

ontological destruction in the image to draw the conclusion that the young girl in the 

photograph was in some way displaced by the Katrina event. Through neoliberal 

rationality, the trophies make her loss more grievable, to further heighten the emotional 

response already triggered from to her young age.  

Unlike Figure 51, three black males are framed in Figure 6 not as emotional 

beings, but active subjects, saving their family. Their action will be described in the 

neoliberal citizenship frame as performing neoliberal self-responsibilization. Lastly, 

suffering is shown in “about to die” images that highlight facial pain instead of bodily 

revulsion. In Figures 28 and 44, the faces of unconscious/ill young women of color are 

centered. In Figure 40, the girl is surrounded by white rescue workers (citizens/not 

military) in the process of receiving aid. She is hypervisible in her suffering, while the 

workers are simultaneously valorized by neoliberal rationality. In opposition, the black 

girl in Figure 28 has to rely solely on the prayers of a fellow citizens. The frame focuses 

on her face, slowly dying in the hands of a white, male citizen holding a silver cross. No 

aid is present, only two onlookers watching helplessly as she suffers. 
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Neoliberal Citizenship 

One reason that disasters are threatening to elites is that power devolves to 
the people on the ground in many ways: it is the neighbors who are the first 
responders and who assemble the impromptu kitchens and networks to 
rebuild. And it demonstrates the viability of a dispersed, decentralized 
system of decision-making. Citizens themselves in these moments 
constitute the government- the acting decision-making body- as 
democracy has always promised and rarely delivered. Thus disasters 
often unfold as though a revolution has already taken place.59 - Rebecca 
Solnit, A Paradise built in Hell] 

 
 In conceptualizing the Katrina event through neoliberal rationality, Elliott 

declares, “it is hard to imagine a better or more chilling example of neoliberal self-

responsibilization than citizens and communities in the act of saving themselves from 

imminent death in the absence of government support.”60 This heightened self-

responsibilization necessitates self-preservation so that anything more is altruistic and 

anything less is fatalism. In this way, citizens waiting for aid in the images are framed as 

non-entrepreneurial, failed human capital and are thus deemed ungrievable. Citizens 

saving themselves either by moving to safety or obtaining resources are framed as 

performing self-responsibilization and their action is highlighted in imagery via 

proxemics and an ontological lack of aid. In addition to bodies failing or fulfilling 

neoliberal citizenship, certain bodies are framed as exceptional via providing aid to others 

or returning to their destroyed homes to rebuild. Rebuilding, without aid, is the ultimate 

self-enterprising, productive activity and therefore valorized through neoliberal 

rationality. Photos coded in terms of “citizenship” show an overall lack of state 

                                                
59 Rebecca Solnit, A Paradise Built In Hell: The Extraordinary Communities That Arise In Disaster, (New 
York: Penguin Group, 2009), 305.  
60 Jane Elliott, “Life Preservers: The Neoliberal Enterprise of Hurricane Katrina Survival In Trouble the 
Water, House M.D. and When the Levees Broke,” in Old and New Media After Katrina, ed. Diane Negra 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 90.  
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intervention and one or more of these three frames of neoliberal responsibilization. I 

argue that in these photos, the black subject is iconically overrepresented in ungrievable 

roles of passivity and stagnation while simultaneously invisible in frames of production 

and benevolence to maintain the dominant hypervisibility of black subjects. 

 In the curation, the bodies framed as fatalistically waiting to be saved are 

exclusively black. These images show masses of black bodies lining the New Orleans 

streets (Figures 7, 24, 32) or packed together in an unruly crowd (Figure 21). The sheer 

amount of bodies, along with their physical stagnation, frames them as an impossible 

burden to the State. They stand in groups or sit in fold up chairs, expecting to be moved 

by others therefore actively negating their self-responsibilization. Frames showing fewer 

bodies in inactivity combine laziness with other iconic representations of blackness such 

as decay and suffering to constitute precarity. In Figure 22, three large black bodies lay 

sprawled across a deteriorating rooftop. The black man in the upper right corner raises his 

hand unenthusiastically in a half-hearted attempt to flag down help. In the upper left hand 

corner, a disabled man lays eyes closed, hand on his chest peacefully, “as if” accepting 

the inevitable fate his precarity prescribes. In Figure 17, a black man stands on top a 

floating mattress, his face shows fear and disbelief of whatever he sees outside the frame. 

Black bodies sparingly fill the balconies of the building behind him. They all lean against 

the railings, stagnantly looking ahead. Their idleness, accentuated by a woman top-center 

smoking a cigarette, confirms their lack of entrepreneurial capabilities. Overall, black 

bodies are overrepresented as ungrievable human capital through neoliberal rationality.  

 When black bodies are engaged in self-preserving activity, specifically movement 

of themselves, families, and/or property, they are always connoting another iconic frame 
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of blackness such as revulsion (Figures 3, 9, 19, 29) or suffering (Figure 6). Additionally, 

they all thematically code as apocalyptic scenes and are proxemically structured to 

accentuate self-preservation. These five images communicate movement by showing the 

distance citizens have traveled without aid, but not framing where they are going (Figure 

9). This is done by placing moving bodies at the foreground of the frame with a far-

stretching street coded as apocalyptic behind them (Figures 3, 6, 19, 29). Self-

preservation is also communicated through resourcefulness, but the white and black 

bodies in this frame use different icons. For example, Figure 13, shows bloodied, black 

feet connoting revulsion in shoes made from cigar boxes. Ironically, “Keep Moving” is 

spelled on the top of the cardboard shoes, as if explicitly demanding the self-

responsibilization required via neoliberal rationality. Figure 16 is one of the few images 

showing black and white bodies in the same frame. All three adults (two white, one 

black) are searching through destruction. Two large guns stand out in the bottom left 

corner of the frame, premising the possibility of danger. Their productive action as well 

as the bins of materials and guns present connotes self-preservation. With no aid present, 

these three adults embody neoliberal self-responsibilization by saving themselves.  

 Black hypervisibility is maintained by framing only white bodies in the context of 

returning and rebuilding post-disaster (Figures 47-50). Each of these images is coded 

under apocalyptic scenery for showing the extent of the destruction the disaster left 

behind. As explained in hypervisibility, black bodies in apocalyptic scenes are 

metaphorically constructed in relation to the revulsion and chaos surrounding them. In 

opposition, these four images show white bodies disciplining apocalyptic settings via 

renewal. They uphold neoliberal rationality by accepting the devolution of rebuilding 
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efforts to the citizens themselves. In Figures 47 and 48, white bodies are not 

foregrounded so that their bodily action, not emotion, is accentuated in reference to the 

decay surrounding them. The severity of the apocalyptic destruction valorizes the level of 

self-responsibilization these white bodies are performing. The task before them appears 

impossible, but in true neoliberal fashion, they respond by enterprising their 

circumstances instead of waiting for Government intervention. In Figure 49, this same 

entrepreneurial spirit is communicated via apocalyptic scenery and the white male’s work 

gloves. In addition, pathos is highlighted via the familial love and shared experience 

connoted in the white couple’s embrace. Figure 50 shows two white males standing at the 

back of a church while a scene of apocalyptic devastation of property lays before them. 

Even though there is no work gear in the frame, the men's presence connotes a desire to 

renew this sacred community space. Additionally, their formal attire frames them as 

disciplined, productive bodies who wish to conduct their enterprise as normal despite the 

disaster. In this way, white bodies are overrepresented in the curation as productive 

human capital via their renewal of property and industrious behavior. 

 The exceptionality of the white neoliberal subject is further represented through 

the act of saving less-able bodies (Figures 5, 10, 36, 40). I coded any non-military bodies 

as citizens via the subject’s uniform. In this way, the white media (Figure 10), EMT 

(Figure 40), NOLA Health worker (Figure 36), and unidentified armed body (Figure 5) 

are coded as neoliberal citizens acting on their own accord not on behalf of the State. 

They are framed as actively lifting (Figure 5, 10), pushing (Figure 36), and providing 

medical attention (Figure 40) to the elderly and people of color. Three of these images are 

coded under both hypervisibility and citizenship for the framing of stagnant (Figure 5) 
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and sickly (Figures 10, 40) black bodies being rescued by white saviors. These 

exceptional, white subjects go beyond self-responsibilization by preserving the lives of 

the unviable. They juxtapose the disciplining military by physically interacting with 

precarious neoliberal subjects in frames of comfort and aid. For example, in Figure 36 the 

white, male bodies in New Orleans Health gear are physically pushing an elderly white 

woman, and young black children. The frame cuts off the foregrounding white male at 

the shoulders so he is defined by his altruistic action and a wooden cross around his neck 

religiously connoting “savior.”  In opposition, a white male I coded as military, due to his 

“Police” swat gear and large automatic weapon, is neither in line or physically interacting 

with any of the victimized bodies. The devolution of responsibility from the military to 

citizens forces citizens into the roles of providing aid while the military is solely present 

as a disciplinary apparatus. 

Militarization 

“These troops are fresh back from Iraq, well trained, experienced, battle 
tested and under my orders to restore order in the streets. They have M-
16s and they are locked and loaded. These troops know how to shoot 
and kill and they are more than willing to do so if necessary and I expect 
they will.”  -Louisiana Governor Kathleen Blanco61 

 
The nine images that frame military bodies show them enacting the role of the 

neoliberal state. Even though any form of state intervention generally contradicts 

neoliberalism’s overt rhetoric of self-responsibilization, Jodi Dean explains, 

“neoliberalism accords to the state an active role in securing markets (and) in producing 

the subjects of and conditions for markets.”62 Militarization throughout the Katrina event 

                                                
61 Kathleen Blanco quoted in Heather Digby Parton, “‘New Orleans was Primed for all-out Combat’: 
Remembering the Media’s Deadly Hurricane Katrina Racism,” Salon, Aug. 31, 2005.    
62 Jodi Dean, “Enjoying Neoliberalism,” Cultural Politics 4, no. 1 (2008): 48.  
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functioned to prepare the market for entrepreneurial behavior. In this case, that entailed 

displacing New Orleans’ poor, black residents to begin the rebuilding of a richer, whiter 

city. This phenomenon, called “shock doctrine,” exploits disaster as a blank slate to 

accomplish tasks normally impossible through the public process.63 Additionally, the 

popularity of federally-contracted private security companies demonstrates how certain 

individuals directly profited from militarizing the Katrina event.64 As described in the 

citizenship frame, self-responsibilization created an excess of black bodies neither 

destroyed or able to enterprise (Figure 7, 21, 24, 32). in these frames, the job of the 

military, including private security firms, is to sort, discipline, and displace those bodies 

in order to begin the reconstruction process.   

. The nine photos I coded under militarization are defined by military gear (swat 

uniforms, automatic weapons, helicopters, etc.) and a lack of face-to-face interaction with 

the victims. As described above, military bodies are seen escorting, sorting, and 

disciplining bodies, never providing comfort or aid (Figure 12, 20, 31, 36, 38). Their 

behavior is normalized via the hypervisible framing of black bodies in roles of chaos. The 

iconicity of the black body is itself an enthymematic argument for “law and order.” The 

ontological fulfillment of this argument through the military’s actions solidifies the 

precarious citizenship prescribed to the black victims. For example, Figure 26 shows a 

small group of bodies (the majority of which are black) primitively fighting over 

resources that a helicopter just dropped off. They grab at each other’s clothing and push 

each other out of the way in hopes of obtaining food and water for themselves. The 

                                                
63 Majia Holmer Nadesan, “Hurricane Katrina: Governmentality, Risk, and Responsibility,” Controversia 6 
no. 1 (2008): 82; Brandes, We’re Still Here Ya Bastards, 281.  
64 Jeremy Scahill, “Blackwater Down,” The Nation, Sept 21, 2005, 2.  
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hypervisibility of the black body as unruly and atavistic is reinforced via its physical 

separation from the military. The helicopter stalls approximately fifteen feet above the 

horde of bodies, creating a visual hierarchy. The use of technology connotes images of 

foreign aid, where resources are dropped into third-world countries with the 

understanding that their precarity is too permanent for first-world countries to provide a 

long term solution. The military thus completes the argument of black iconicity by 

framing them as “untouchables,” or too dangerous, too dirty or too black to interact with. 

Additionally, the devolution of distributing and fighting over resources to the citizens 

enacts neoliberal rationality. The lack of military-civilian interaction as a signifier for 

black precarity is further exemplified in Figure 31. A young, black woman is centered 

crying out in anguish at the direction of a white male in military gear. Separation is 

physically indexed by a grate entrapping the women and emotionally signified via the 

military-coded male blatantly ignoring the women’s suffering. He looks away, sunglasses 

on, as she cries out to him, confirming her role as precarious object, not sympathetic 

subject.  

Aerial shots of the military further this enthymematic schema of black iconicity as 

an argument for law and order. Black bodies are metaphorically constructed by the decay 

and trash around them, prompting the need for discipline (Figure 12, 38). In both images, 

military personnel are shown sorting unmanageable masses of bodies instead of 

providing resources or interacting with the victims as individuals. The one image framing 

a military-civilian interaction follows this construction of the military as a disciplinary 

apparatus (Figure 20). The image, described above in the hypervisibility frame,  shows 

four white military bodies using guns and handcuffs to restrain a black male. Two of the 
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white military bodies at the back of the frame are searching through two blue bins with 

their guns out. A viewer can assume the black male is being arrested because of the 

contents of the box. Following tropes of looting, this frame exemplifies the military’s role 

in the curated images: to discipline unruly bodies for the sake of the market.  

When military bodies are shown without the presence of victims, they are framed 

in opposition to the revulsion and entropy of black iconicity. Figure 35 juxtaposes images 

of black hypervisibility (Figures 7, 12, 24, 30, 32, 38) by showing a street barren of any 

signs of trash or structural deterioration. Instead of being immersed in trash, the military 

bodies rest in lush green grass. The green grass, as well as their productive bodies resting, 

connotes growth instead of decay. These bodies are clean and pure, working to extend 

order onto the disorderly victims. Their setting connotes a race, class and occupational 

hierarchy between them and the Gulf Coast victims. Figure 45 shows the performance of 

this law and order metaphor via militarization. The Police and SWAT team become a 

mass, but a purposeful one. Unlike the disorganized lines of black bodies (Figures 7, 24, 

32), the military bodies are in perfectly vertical lines. They are in uniform formation, 

facing their bodies and automated weapons towards the outside of the frame. The 

industrialized weapons and SWAT uniforms signify contexts of war and direct violence 

to the State. Using Zelizer’s “as if” voice, the lack of apocalyptic imagery and the 

subjects as geared up and ready for war premises a visual argument of greeting an enemy 

of the State. In the context of the curation, this argument is justified by Zizek’s theorizing 

of the imaginary wall separating a mediated, white viewer from the urban, black “other.” 

This ontological distance works to normalize epistemological frames of reading 

ungrievability through the hypervisibility of the black body. Overall, the military is 
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constructed as a visual metaphor for purity and order. It is their job as a cavalry to cleanse 

and control the pollutant victims. The black body is hypervisible within the curation via 

its overrepresentation in roles of deviance and absence in roles of militia and neoliberal 

exceptionality. Even when the black body is not in the visual frame, its role in the 

curation is still punitive as the premise for militarization. 

 

Class Voyeurism 

“George Bush doesn’t care about black people.”65 
-Kanye West, A Concert for Hurricane Relief, Sept. 2, 2005 

 
The construction of the Gulf Coast victims through iconic frames of black 

precarity is activated via the white, mediated, voyeuristic gaze. The voyeuristic gaze 

creates a active/passive relationship of surveillance between the viewing subject and the 

observed object.66 This relationship, used here in reference to the white, dominant 

public’s reading of Katrina event imagery, is performed in two images in the curation 

(Figures 15, 53). In both images, white, wealthy spectators gaze out of windows of 

transportation onto the apocalyptic landscape of the Gulf Coast. The glass separates them 

from the event, enacting the physical and ideological separation of the mediated audience 

both during the Katrina event and as viewers of the online curation presently. In Figure 

53, a tour bus of wealthy voyeurs is framed driving through an apocalyptic scene. The 

subjects’ clothing, jewelry, and occupation (one white male has a military hat) connote 

them as members of a much higher social and economic class than the Gulf Coast victims 

                                                
65 Kanye West, “A Concert for Hurricane Relief,” NBC, Sept. 2, 2005, quoted in Old and New Media After 
Katrina, ed. Diane Negra (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2010), 5. 
66 Twigg, "The Performative Dimension of Surveillance,” 306/8.  
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pictured. Two older, white men in suits sit closest to the window with only the back of 

their heads visible to a viewer. Their gaze is glued to the glass as if they cannot help but 

to fetishize the disarray. Next to the foregrounding male, a white woman sits with her 

eyes-closed, head resting in her hand. She appears visibly exhausted and distressed from 

her spectatorship of precarity. Behind her, a woman of color stares out the window 

solemnly. Her gaudy earrings and role as a voyeur show the intersectionality of race and 

class present in these images. Through neoliberal rationality, an individual’s potential to 

capitalize determines their role as ungrievable object or grievable subject. The presence 

of a black women in non-iconic frames of wealth and separation emphasizes class as the 

overarching determinant of precarity.  

Figure 15 intersects whiteness and social class by framing the iconic subject, 

President George W. Bush. He sits on an airplane, assumed to be Air Force One, intently 

gazing out a window. Above the suffering, he enacts an even more distanced gaze to the 

event than the bus of voyeurs. The frame uses Bush’s physical distance from the event to 

metaphorically construct his ideological distance from the Gulf Coast victims. This visual 

argument premises on the contextual knowledge that below him is the destroyed Gulf 

Coast. Since Figure 1 was circulated in that context, I am comfortable making that 

assumption in regards to the curation. Bush flying above the victims is a metaphor 

referencing the position of social hierarchy his class and race place him in. As the power 

elite in his private plane, he is miles from the chaos of death and devastation below. He is 

so separate from the black and the poor of America that his interaction mirrors his speech 

persona: a white, mediated American looking in from the comfort of their home. In the 

dark image, his whiteness is illuminated from the window’s light. At the center of the 
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frame, it echoes Nakyama and Krizek’s theorization of whiteness as the unmarked center 

of power.67 

In Figure 15 Bush is framed as a spectator, a subject of consumption but a passive 

one, forming opinions but not enacting decisions. As a distant observer, he performs a 

neoliberal devolution of responsibility. He is not framed reading facts, engaging in relief 

discussion, or initiating plans to rebuild. Instead he is absent, both on the ground and in 

the relief process to every extent. Following neoliberal governance, he devolves authority 

both to the citizens and State government. The devolution of responsibility to citizens, 

even in times of domestic crisis, places the president himself as an aimless spectator. He 

is not a sovereign leader embodying necropolitics, but a facet of a decentralized system 

passively watching the ultimate test of neoliberal citizenship unfold.  

 

 

                                                
67 Nakayama & Krizek, “Whiteness: A Strategic Rhetoric,” 291.  
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“Is This America?” 

“A lot of folks are looking at TV and saying ‘Is this America?’” 
-Clarence Page, PBS, Sept 2, 2005.68 

 
 This analysis of Telling Their Stories highlights neoliberal rationality as a 

schema of intelligibility and de-naturalizes the visual symbols used to frame it. The 

five dominant visual frames overlap to establish norms of black precarity and white 

exceptionalism. For example, apocalyptic imagery sets the scene for hypervisibility 

and neoliberal self-responsibilization to frame grievable and ungrievable citizens. 

Hypervisibility accounts for the overrepresentation of black bodies in frames of failed 

neoliberal citizenship, revulsion, lawlessness, and misery. Hypervisibility 

simultaneously renders black bodies invisible in frames of exceptional neoliberal 

citizenship. The visual frame of citizenship performs the overarching frame of 

neoliberal rationality by showing citizens failing, fulfilling, or exceeding their self-

responsibilization. While black bodies are iconically framed fatalistically, white bodies 

are framed surpassing their self-responsibilization via reconstructing property and 

assisting the less able. White bodies are also overrepresented in visual frames of 

militarization and class voyeurism in grievable roles of military personnel and tourists. 

White bodies are juxtaposed with hypervisible black bodies via their occupation, 

wealth, distance from apocalyptic scenery, and their framing as productive and orderly. 

Overall, these fifty images argue visual enthymemes premising neoliberal rationality as 

a schema of intelligibility. This schema determines the framed bodies’ roles as 

                                                
68 Clarence Page, “Politics After Katrina,” PBS Newshour, September 2, 2005. 
http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/politics-july-dec05-bop_9-2/. 
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ungrievable objects or grievable subjects based on entrepreneurial capacity. As my 

analysis has shown, the subject/object binary is clearly raced black and white via the 

overrepresentation of black bodies in punitive frames and white bodies in productive 

frames. 

The overarching frame of neoliberalism lets me talk about the intersection of 

race and economic class as legitimizing the black subject as ungrievable. The bodies 

framed are subjected to the disciplining, voyeuristic gaze that is both white and 

wealthy (Figure 53), and/or power elite (Figure 15). The hypervisible black bodies are 

not just black, but black and impoverished to argue negative behavioral traits such as 

criminality and undeservingness. The white, exceptional, neoliberal subjects who are 

rebuilding or saving others have the property (Figures 47-49) or occupation (Figures 

10, 36, 40, 50) to do so. These dominant identity categories work together to construct 

difference. They, the white, entrepreneurial subjects, are the deserving citizens, while 

the poor, stagnant black bodies are unworthy of that recognition. The images perform 

visual enthymemes, the premise being that these bodies do not “count” as living 

citizens through neoliberal rationality. This visual argument culminates in the stark 

conclusion that, as failed human capital, they are not worth saving.  

 This criticism extends Butler’s theories of frames and precarity to the domestic 

sphere. The same tropes of “counting” and recognizability that Butler uses in reference 

to the war on terror apply to the precarious citizenship of black, working class 

American citizens. The overarching frame of neoliberalism frames certain subjects as 

more precarious than others via their ability to function as human capital. Fleetwood’s 

theory of hypervisibility shows how visual frames of black bodies complete the visual 
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enthymeme’s premise: that these bodies are already dead through neoliberal rationality. 

Combining these three theories explains how certain subjects are rendered precarious 

in both epistemological and visual frames.  

 The framing of the black body as ungrievable allows a voyeur to consume the 

event without a critical acknowledgement of the political forces that allowed it to 

occur. The call to action this creates works in neoliberal terms by materializing in 

donations to private charities instead of demands for political change. Visual frames of 

black hypervisibility both circulate and act as evidence for the broader frame of 

grievability. This dominant schema of intelligibility, and the circulation of images that 

constitute it, have material implications via policy and the quality and speed of aid 

provided. In Robert Asen’s Visions of Poverty, he discusses the direct implications 

punitive images of welfare recipients had on policy debates in the late 20th century. He 

argues that these images construct the political imagining, or the social formation of 

mental images and impressions, by which most Americans come to understand those in 

poverty. Imagining, “as a process of representing people, objects, or ideas,”69 is 

structured via political forces, including neoliberalism, and subsequently relied upon in 

debates to garner public support. For example, the hypervisibility of the black, state-

dependent “welfare queen” within circulated images and narratives during the Reagan 

years disabled welfare recipients from entering the debate through a representational 

framework other than unworthiness.70 This dominant imagination not only justified 

cuts in welfare funding, but caused self-stigmatization of working class citizens to 

                                                
69 Robert Asen, Visions of Poverty: Welfare Policy and Political Imagination (East Lansing: Michigan 
State University Press, 2002), 29. 
70 Ibid., 502.  
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prevent political organization.71 Similarly for the Katrina event, dominant ideological 

frames reinforced by circulated visual frames constructed the political imaginary to 

produce affect. This affect directly shaped public debate to influence policy throughout 

the Katrina event.   

 Michael Ignatieff wrote on September 25 of 2005 that, “when the levees broke, 

the contract of American citizenship failed.”72 These failures were specifically targeted 

at the poorest, blackest citizens, came from governmental entities, and began long 

before Katrina was on any meteorologist's radar. They started with engineering and 

funding decisions to construct the levees the same way they imagined the black, Gulf 

Coast citizens who they were supposed to protect: precariously. Two days after the 

storm hit, these failures to see citizens as subjects continued with the quick decision to 

stop search and rescue missions and focus solely on law enforcement.73 During the 

recovery process, these failures culminated in a set of policies, including a neoliberal 

purging of New Orleans’ best public housing,74 and politically outsourcing the 

rebuilding process to private companies instead of locals.75 Ignatieff argues these 

failures, “were not just failures of performance or anticipation. They were failures of 

political imagination.”76 I agree, but recognize that political imagination is shaped by a 

broader schema of intelligibility and the visual frames that constitute it. These failures 

were a result of the overarching frame of neoliberalism that predetermined the black 

and poor as unworthy of aid. These failures materialized in visual frames of black 

                                                
71 Ibid., 504/509. 
72 Michael Ignatieff, “The Broken Contract,” New York Times Magazine, Sep. 25, 2005, 1. 
73 Brandes, We’re Still Here Ya Bastards, 9.  
74 Ibid., 281.  
75 Ibid., 338.  
76 Ignatieff, “The Broken Contract,” 5.  
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precarity and white exceptionalism to form a dominant political imaginary that 

recognized white, wealthy subjects but not the black working class. This project works 

to denaturalize this schema of ungrievability and the way Telling Their Stories’ visual 

frames work to circulate it in the form of public memory. Blackness as a symbol is 

constructed by hypervisibility so black bodies suffer doubly through representation. 

They are largely excluded from political realms of debate then only brought into the 

conversation through disabling images. The curation furthers this doubly constricting 

representation by speaking on behalf of the Gulf Coast victims and confining them to 

hypervisible frames.  

Through what frame are American citizens left abandoned to die at the 

Superdome during times of domestic crisis? Through what frame can we justify 

denying American citizens clean water in Flint, Michigan? Through what frame can we 

normalize the slaughter of black bodies by Government entities on American streets? 

My analysis provides the framework to answer these questions by extending Butler’s 

theory of frames to the American black body. Neoliberalism frames the precarity of 

certain subjects to structure the dominant political imaginary. The affect of this 

imaginary frames policy making decisions in reference to representations of subjects 

and territories. Recognizing neoliberalism as a schema of intelligibility, and 

confronting the ways in which that schema is reproduced visually, can open the door 

for more democratic forms of representation. Telling Their Stories had the opportunity 

to interrupt the frame by creating a new call to action. Instead, though the curation is 

authoritative, it only adds to the tropes of contestation around the Katrina event. The 

closest the curation comes to reframing is the claim the event is “man-made” in the 
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introductory text. Since no “man” is pointed as responsible, the dual frames lead a 

viewer to blame the most ungrievable bodies pictured: the black, working class 

victims. Overall, the curation frames the possibility of understanding the Katrina event 

through tropes of black precarity and white exceptionalism. As our culture becomes 

increasingly visual, projects like this will only become more necessary. It is the job of 

the rhetorical critic to denaturalize dominant schemas of intelligibility and question the 

hypervisible frames that circulate it. 
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